Dear IADS Magazine Readers,

With big excitement I am inviting you to read IADS Magazine May Issue! Editorial Board members and me have been working really hard these past months to provide you the most interesting information from dental world. One of the biggest cosmetic dentistry influencers Dr. Daniel Rubinshtein from United States has agreed to give an interview and answer to all your questions. I would really like to say a big thanks to Dr. Daniel and Anellia who were all this time collaborating with us and working together with Editorial Board. Thank you for your patience! And for you, dear readers, I would like to invite you to read this inspiring interview and get some motivation for what you are working!

Lastly, if you still haven't registered for IADS Annual Congress in Tunisia, I want to invite you to do it as soon as possible and meet me there personally with my Editorial Board members!

Warmest regards,

Greta Kersyte
IADS Editor-in-Chief
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Dear readers,

Hope you have been doing well and the exam session is reaching to a successful end.

I am writing this intro while flying back from the 72nd World Health Assembly. Looking into the content of the May issue of the IADS Magazine I am proud and happy of the activity and enthusiasm coming from our members.

The world of dental care is developing so fast with artificial intelligence slowly entering the arena and research being targeted on minimally invasive solutions. I would also like to draw your attention to two reports in this issue- our Mid-Year Meeting in Strasbourg and the World Oral Health Day.

This MYM was very significant as we adopted a new Constitution and established IADS as a Swiss non-governmental organization. Congratulations to us all!

IADS continues to contribute towards encouraging dental students worldwide to be active in promoting better oral health in their communities and it is always with great pleasure that I read about the WOHD events you all organize. I would encourage our worldwide student community to share even more the great things you do throughout the year. Work together and be a good example to others.

Thank you all and see you in Tunisia!

Ave Pold
IADS President
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